We study an optimal growth model with one-hoss-shay vintage capital, where labor resources can be allocated freely either to production, technology adoption or capital maintenance. Technological progress is partly embodied. Adoption labor increases the level of embodied technical progress. First, we are able to disentangle the amplification-propagation role of maintenance in business fluctuations: in the short run, the response of the model to transitory shocks on total factor productivity in the final good sector are definitely much sharper compared to the counterpart model without maintenance but with the same average depreciation rate. Moreover, the one-hoss shay technology is shown to reinforce this amplification-propagation mechanism. We also find that accelerations in embodied technical progress should be responded by a gradual adoption effort, and capital maintenance should be the preferred instrument in the short run.
Introduction
There exists a huge engineering literature on capital maintenance (see a survey in Pham and Wang, 1996) as a key control variable in firms' decisionmaking. Surprisingly, the economic literature has shown much less concern about this aspect, and only includes some very few related contributions, among them the pioneering theoretical investigation of Nickel (1975) . In the very recent years, following an empirical assessment of the importance of the maintenance costs by McGrattan and Schmitz (1999) , some papers dealing with the cyclical properties of maintenance Puch, 2000, and Collard and Kollintzas, 2000) or with the complementarity versus substitutability issue between investment and maintenance (Boucekkine and Ruiz-Tamarit, 2003, and Kalaitzidakis and Kalyvitis, 2005) have come out. The size of the maintenance costs being admittedly important (around 6% of the Canadian GDP, according to McGrattan and Schmitz) , this calls for more contributions exploring the role of maintenance in the macroeconomy, which might well be far from negligible. The few contributions to this line of research seem to confirm the latter claim: for example Kalaitzidakis and Kalyvitis (2005) have found, among other results, that the Canadian economy would benefit from a fall in total public capital expenditures, and from a reallocation between new public investments and maintenance expenditures. In this paper, we investigate the role of capital maintenance in two further directions:
1. In line with Greenwood, Hercowitz and Huffman (1988) , we start with the idea that endogenous capital depreciation coupled with investmentspecific technological progress is a powerful devise to bring the neoclassical model's predictions closer to the stylized facts of real economies. In the latter seminal contribution, endogenous depreciation is incorporated through the depreciation in use assumption: a rise in the rate of capital utilization increases depreciation. In our model, this function is fulfilled by maintenance labor. In Greenwood et al., investmentspecific technical progress is introduced via an extra and exogenous productivity term in the law of accumulation of capital, which could be interpreted as productivity in the production of capital goods. In our model, there is an additional sector, a technology sector, which drives investment-specific or embodied technical progress thanks to a purposive adoption activity. Last but not least, our model includes a vintage capital technology with vintage-specific maintenance activity, which allows to improve the existing models both in terms of realism and propagation mechanisms as we shall see in detail.
2. Having incorporated an explicit adoption decision, we are also able to explore an issue so far unexplored, that it is the role of maintenance as a potential (transitory) substitute to technology adoption. It has been repeatedly argued, specially in the case of developing countries (see for example, Grether, 1999 , in the case of Mexico) that technology transfers have not always fostered growth, and that a real effort to design optimal technology adoption policies is urgently needed. In particular, such optimal plans should take into account the deep characteristics of the domestic economies and the existence of economically and socially cheaper local alternatives to technology adoption, at least for transitory periods. Just as maintenance acts as a substitute for investment in the recent maintenance economic literature, we argue that it can play the same role with respect to technology transfers, which makes immediate sense if technological progress is partly embodied in investment goods, as explicitly assumed in our paper.
An interesting paper connecting maintenance with capital utilization in an optimal growth set-up is due to Licandro, Puch and Ruiz-Tamarit (2001) . However neither embodied technological progress nor technology adoption are considered in this contribution. Indeed there are very few papers connecting adoption and maintenance in the literature. One of these exceptions is Tiffen and Mortimore (1994) who study the role of capital maintenance and technology adoption in the growth recovery of Kenya. Another exception is Boucekkine, Martínez and Saglam (2003) who use a Nelson-Phelps catching-up mechanism under exogenous neutral technical change, in order to characterize the optimal allocation of labor. They show that though capital maintenance deepens the technological gap by diverting labor resources from adoption, it generally increases the long run output level at equilibrium. This paper departs from the latter in two main respects. First of all, we account for the increasingly embodied nature of technical progress: capital is no longer homogenous, the new vintages being more efficient, and the Nelson-Phelps catching-up equation exclusively involves the embodied technical progress. Second, we study in detail the short-run dynamics in order to track the patterns of maintenance/adoption over time.
A large part of recent technological advances is admittedly specific to investment goods. This is obviously true for the information technologies but it turns out that this is also increasingly true for the machinery-tools industries as the latter become more and more automated. This characteristic of technological progress, also referred to as embodiment, has a number of crucial implications that have been pointed out in the recent macroeconomic literature. In particular, the so-called "vintage effect", ie. the productivity differential between successive vintages of capital due to the embodied nature of technological progress, has been widely studied in the last decade (for example, in Rustichini, 1991, and Boucekkine, Germain and Licandro, 1997) . The vintage effect is shown to induce a different investment behavior in which the obsolescence costs inherent to embodied technical change play a central role.
We additionally adopt a one-hoss shay vintage capital structure with a Cobb-Douglas production function per vintageà la Solow (1960) . One-hoss shay models are the simplest vintage capital models (see Benhabib and Rustichini, 1991 , and more recently, Boucekkine et al., 2005) because the capital goods, while heterogenous at any date, are assumed to all have the same exogenously given economic lifetime. We shall restrict our investigation to this class of vintage models because the simultaneous presence of maintenance and adoption decisions complicates tremendously the algebra. Incorporating an endogenous capital scrapping rule would make the steady state analysis analytically intractable, and would complicate dramatically the numerical computation of the short run dynamics. Instead, we have preferred the one-hoss shay simplifying assumption, completed by an extensive sensitivity analysis with respect to the lifetime of capital goods.
This one-hoss shay technological specification has at least two virtues in addition to tractability. Of course, we gain in realism: capital goods are not productive forever, and we do not maintain the old capital goods in the same as we do for the new. Second, because the finite lifetime of capital goods is likely to induce more persistent dynamics (both with respect to the neoclassical model with homogenous capital or to the two-sector model built up by Greenwood et al. 1988) , as one can infer from Boucekkine et al. (2005) , the propagation mechanism induced by endogenous depreciation is definitely strengthened. One could eventually argue that the lifetime of machines is assumed to be independent of the pace of adoption in such a framework, which might be highly questionable. Actually though the lifetime of machines is fixed exogenously, the allocation of resources across vintages is purely endogenous and mainly relies of the pace of adoption, and on the ongoing productivity differentials across vintages. In particular, the oldest vintages get less and less labor resources over time before their "exogenous" scrapping, which is the way obsolescence plays endogenously in our model. The analytical characterization of the the steady state of our model, and the numerical inspection of its short term dynamics allow to get several interesting and original results. Let us point at two of them:
1. We are able to disentangle the amplification-propagation role of maintenance in business fluctuations. A comparison of the impulse-response functions of the reference model with those of a counterpart without maintenance but sharing the same average depreciation rate shows up a big difference: in the short run, the response of the reference model to transitory shocks on total factor productivity in the final good sector are definitely much sharper compared to the counterpart model. Moreover, the one-hoss shay technology is shown to reinforce this amplification-propagation role of maintenance.
2. We also find that accelerations in embodied technical progress should not be responded by an immediate massive adoption effort. Instead such an adoption should be gradual, and capital maintenance should be the preferred instrument during this phase say of non-intensive adoption.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main specifications of the model. Because we are mainly interested in optimal growth strategies, we shall consider a centralized economy. Section 3 solves the corresponding problem and characterizes the optimal allocation of labor across activities and vintages in the steady state. An extensive analysis of the comparative statics with respect to the technological parameters (notably the capital lifetime) and exogenous variables is given and commented. Section 4 selects the calibration of the model and derives some early numerical findings. Section 5 is devoted to the short term dynamics of the model. Section 6 concludes.
The model
Time is discrete and goes from 0 to infinity. The economy comprises a continuum of infinite lived agents, indexed from 0 to 1. There is no disutility of labor and all individuals share the same preferences over their lifetimes:
where βis the discount factor, C t is the individual's consumption at t, and U(.) a standard strictly concave utility function. The final good sector produces a composite good that is used either to consume or to invest in physical capital. Technological progress is investmentspecific. Capital is heterogeneous, at any date different generations of capital goods co-exist. Each capital good lives T periods, where T is given (one-hossshay).
In this paper, we shall use a production function per vintage capital identical to the Cobb-Douglas one considered in Solow (1960) . Thus we allow for substitutability between capital and labor. The production of the final good uses physical capital and labor. Let Y s,t be the output produced at time t with vintage s. Under the following Cobb-Douglas technology we have:
where L s,t is the amount of labor employed in the production of final good with vintage s at period t. K s,t measures the amount of capital of vintage s still operated at period t, that is the capital installed at time s minus the capital losses due to physical depreciation after t − s≤T periods. At the installation time s, no physical depreciation is to be accounted for, so that K s,s = I s , where I s is investment at the date s. A t represents disembodied technological progress; it increases the marginal productivity of all the stock of capital. In contrast, q s−1 represents the technological progress embodied in the capital goods of vintage s and only affects this specific equipment. Technological advances are incorporated with a lag equal to one period, featuring a kind of implementation delay. Finally note that (q s−1 K s,t ) is the capital of vintage s at period t measured in efficiency units. Physical depreciation and maintenance Let us describe now much more precisely how capital suffers from physical depreciation. The depreciation rate of the capital good of vintage s at time t, δ s,t (.), is taken to be endogenous and to depend on the maintenance effort 1 , 
where E s,t can be interpreted as the remaining fraction of capital which was installed t − s periods ago, at the beginning of period t. Summing up, the simultaneous action of physical and economic depreciation of vintage capital s involves the following law of evolution:
Technology adoption
We assume that the economy does not devote resources to R&D, it does not innovate and just adopts the technological advances coming from abroad. Following Nelson and Phelps (1966) , there exists a theoretical level of technology q 0 t which represents the state of knowledge at t. We assume that the latter is exogenous and grows at a rate γ, q 0 t =γ t . In this paper, we additionally assume that technological progress is investment-specific and we examine the implications of this assumption on both economic and technological development. We indeed assume that our economy cannot assimilate without cost the whole stock of knowledge, q 0 t . Technology adoption is costly in that it requires an effort in terms of labor. The actual technological level (or technology in practice) of the economy depends on both the technological menu and the adoption effort. If we denote by u t the amount of labor devoted to adoption in period t, the law of motion of the technological level in practice is given by the following equation:
A rise in the technology in practice level reflects either an increase in the labor fraction devoted to adoption, or an upward shift in the state of knowledge, q 0 t , or an exogenous shift in the productivity of this activity, d t . An increase in the latter variable may for example reflect an exogenous improvement in the skills on the labor force.
2 Note that adoption has decreasing returns to labor. This assumption mimics the hypothesis usually done in the R&D literature according to which there exist decreasing returns to the research effort (for example, see Caballero and Jaffe, 1993) . We assume that just like research, technology adoption is subject to a crowding effect which mainly reflects redundancy in the adoption effort.
Equilibrium conditions
We assume that labor is homogeneous, and that labor resources can be devoted to three different activities: production of the final good, adoption of new technologies and capital maintenance. Labor supply is exogenous and normalized to one. The labor market clearing condition looks like:
Finally the equilibrium condition in the final good market is:
Y t stands for aggregate output. Recall that for the moment we have only specified a production function per vintage capital. The question whether an aggregate production function can be identified is handled later once we have determined the optimal allocation of labor resources across vintages.
Characterizing the central planner problem
The planner chooses the allocation of production and maintenance labor across vintages, adoption labor, investment and technological level in practice, in order to maximize the discounted sum of instantaneous utility
subject to the restrictions (1) to (5), and given K −1 and q −1 . The interior solution of this optimization problem is characterized by the following first order conditions 3 :
and the transversality condition:
ω t and λ t are the multipliers associated with the restrictions (5) and (3) respectively. The first-order conditions produced are quite intuitive and somewhat common in the vintage capital literature (see for example Rustichini, 1993, and Boucekkine et al., 1997 ) . Basically, they state that : (i) the marginal product of labor is equalized in the production activity across vintages, as well as the maintenance activities and the adoption activity (Equations (7) to (9)); (ii) the marginal consumption cost of a unit of investment equals the present discounted marginal consumption value of its marginal product over its lifetime (Equation (10)). Notice that capital maintenance of the oldest vintage is equal to zero since it is driven out of production the following period independently of the physical depreciation rate. Equation (11) determines the technological level in practice by equalizing marginal cost to marginal return to adoption. The marginal cost is equal to the shadow price of q t minus the potential gain in the value of q t from period t to t + 1 . The potential gain incorporates a positive term, βλ t+1 du θ t+1 , which captures the loss of value due to future technological improvements.
We are now able to define an equilibrium for our economy.
Definition 1 Given the initial conditions K −1 , q −1 , an equilibrium is a path
, that satisfies the restrictions (1) to (6), the first order conditions (7) to (12) and the usual positive constraints.
The rest of the paper is devoted to investigating the short run dynamics and long run properties of this equilibrium. In particular, we are interested in obtaining the optimal distribution of production labor and capital maintenance labor across vintages. The one-hoss-shay set-up adopted here is very useful in this respect. Another good property of our modeling is that we are able to aggregate the per-vintage variables in a very easy way at equilibrium. This is clear for the production function as figured out in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 Denote by
Then there exists an aggregate production function at equilibrium such that:
The proof is in the appendix. The latter proposition extends Solow's aggregation result (1960) to one-hoss-shay depreciation models. Indeed, Solow's model is a particular case of our model with T going to infinity.
Steady state growth paths: General concepts
A first requirement that balanced growth paths should ideally meet is the invariance of the distributions of maintenance and production labor over time. This condition can expressed as follows:
This is equivalent to finding two sequences
, where in particular L 1 (Resp. m 1 ) is the production (Resp. maintenance) labor associated with the newest vintage, and L T (Resp. m T ) is the production (Resp. maintenance) labor associated with the oldest vintage. It is not warranted that this requirement is met for any formulation of the depreciation functions δ s,t (m s,t ). We will not provide the general conditions on the latter functions which ensure the time invariance of production and maintenance labor distributions. Instead we will develop a case in which the invariance property is naturally checked. Recall that a depreciation function δ s,t (.) may depend on t for fixed s because the maintenance activity is potentially subject to technological progress. We assume hereafter that there are no productivity improvements over time for this activity, which is equivalent to saying that the depreciation functions do not depend on time. In contrast, these functions are vintage-specific:
for every s = 1, ..., T , and for every t≥0. In such a case, the physical depreciation sequence E s,t can be rewritten as:
With these specifications, the steady state growth paths of the economy can be defined as follows:
Definition 2 The steady state of this economy is a situation in which: (i) adoption labor is constant, (ii) the production and maintenance labor distributions across vintages are time invariant, (iii) technological progress in practice grows at a rate γ, (iv) production, consumption and investment grow at a rate γ α 1−α , and (v) all the equilibrium conditions listed in Definition 1 are checked.
The steady state equations system is given in the appendix. The requirements (iii) and (iv) can be trivially obtained from the equilibrium conditions. Unfortunately, to be able to compute these steady state growth paths, we need to specify explicitly the depreciation functions. This is done in the next subsection.
Characterization of the steady growth paths for a class of depreciation functions
We set the following specification for the depreciation function:
where a, and the sequence c s , s = 1, ..., T , are positive numbers such that c s ≤a, ∀s. The sequence δ s = a − c s , s = 1, ..., T , features a kind of "natural" depreciation. Even if all the labor resources go to the maintenance of the vintage s, the depreciation rate remains positive. The maintenance effort cannot rejuvenate the machines (i.e., the depreciation rate cannot be negative). When no labor is devoted to maintenance, δ s (0) = δ s = a, ∀s. Consequently, the parameter a measures physical depreciation without maintenance effort. We assume for simplicity that the latter does not depend on the vintage index. For the same reason, the parameter b is also taken as constant. Though b is not an elasticity number in the mathematical sense, it does measure the sensitivity of capital depreciation to changes in the maintenance labor. We shall refer to it as an elasticity parameter to fix the ideas.
We shall assume that the sequence c s , s = 1, ..., T is a decreasing sequence, namely that c s ≤c s−1 . As c s can be interpreted as a productivity parameter of the maintenance technology, our assumption is equivalent to saying that maintenance is more effective for the new capital goods. It seems however quite natural that maintenance is a priori much less efficient for old capital goods (putting aside any economic depreciation consideration) as the direct observation of the example of the cars' maintenance practice suggests. We are consequently dealing with the most acceptable case, especially as the equality case c s = c s−1 is also comprised in our analysis. We start characterizing the production and maintenance distribution across vintages. We shall assume from now on that the utility function is logarithmic in order to simplify a bit the algebraic proofs.
Proposition 2 Assuming that a steady state growth path exists, then the sequences L s and m s , s = 1, ..., T , are strictly decreasing.
The proof is in the appendix. As for the distribution of production labor, the result is completely in line with the empirical literature. Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996) found that the employment associated with a plant is a decreasing function of its age. The same property is enhanced in several other empirical studies of the characteristics of job creation and job destruction at the plant level in the USA (among them, Dunne, Roberts and Samuelson, 1989) . As technological progress is investment-specific in our model, the planner assigns more labor to the youngest capital goods. The embodiment hypothesis is now widely thought to be a key concept when accounting for labor flows across plants and manufacturing sectors. And our model delivers the same message in this respect. The result on the stationary distribution of maintenance labor builds indeed on the same rationale, namely that the newest capital goods should be allocated the largest part of labor resources, either for production or maintenance, because they incorporate the latest technological advances available to the economy. This "embodiment" effect is reinforced here by the assumption that maintenance is more effective for new capital goods. More quantitative considerations will follow in the next subsection once the existence and uniqueness of the steady state formally demonstrated. This is done in the next proposition.
Proposition 3 The steady state exists and is unique.
The proof is in the appendix. Our model is so "well-behaved" that there is no need for sufficient conditions on the parameters to ensure existence and/or uniqueness, despite the strong non-linearities of the system of steady state equations. However, no closed form solution is available. Moreover, there is no way to analytically find out the comparative statics of the model at the steady state, except for the parameter A, ie. disembodied technological progress level. With respect to this parameter, we have the following long run dynamic properties.
Proposition 4 An increase in A raises (detrended) output, investment, consumption and aggregate capital though it has no effect on the investment rate. Moreover, a change in A neither alters the allocation of labor resources between maintenance, adoption and production, nor modifies the vintage distribution of maintenance and production labor.
The proof is direct and is given in the appendix. An increase in A raises the marginal product of labor over all activities by the same percentage. Hence the relative allocation of labor is not affected because the relative marginal products of labor are not affected and the model has all isoelastic functional forms. Unfortunately, the remaining comparative statics are analytically intractable. So we shall resort to calibration and numerical simulation.
4 Calibration and steady state Table 1 just below shows the parameter values used to carry out our simulations. From Kydland and Prescott (1991) we take a capital share of 1/3 (α), and a discount factor of 0.96 (β). We assign to the output per capita growth rate the averaged value in the last 100 years 2%; this implies γ= 1.0404. We normalize A = 1 and fix T = 7 for the reference case. Further numerical comparative statics will give an exact picture of how the results are altered if T rises 4 . The calibration of the maintenance and technological parameters is more problematic. Following Perez-Sebastian we fix θ= 0.7, and then we choose d to match the ratio adoption costs over GDP around 10% according to Jovanovic (1997) . For simplicity we assume that maintenance parameters a and c are equal and do not depend on the vintage index. Then we set a, b and q 0 to match a ratio investment to output around 30%, a capital output ratio around 2.5 and an average depreciation rate around 0.33, which corresponds to the depreciation rate of capital goods with a service lifetime of 7 years (see data on capital depreciation build by BEA using US data). In order to analyze the effect of maintenance on the long and short run properties of the model, we compare the reference model with two of a counterpart without maintenance activities.
1. Case 1 : m = 0 and δ s = a, ∀s.
2. Case 2 : m = 0 and δ s =δ, ∀s; whereδis the steady state average depreciation rate (weighted across capital vintages) obtained for the maintenance model.
In other words, the first model without maintenance is the degenerate version of our benchmark model when the maintenance effort tends to zero for all vintages. The second model without maintenance provides a probably better comparison case with respect to the benchmark model because the average depreciation rates are the same in the two models. Notice however that the depreciation rates per vintage are different: in Case 2 all vintages depreciate at the same rate δ i =δ, around 35% in our calibration, 5 while the depreciation rates are not equal across vintages in the benchmark model. This difference will have important consequences in the short run dynamics as we will show later on. For the moment we present the steady state quantitative characteristics for the three models in the following table: Total labor in production, L, is around 87% of labor resources while total maintenance M and adoption amount to about 1.8% and 11.2% respectively. When the economy does not devote resources to maintenance activities the labor allocations to adoption and production increase. As exogenous depreciation rate increases, the capital in use in the oldest vintages will decrease and the economy will devote less resources to produce with the oldest vintages (and more resources to adoption). The distribution of the induced long run depreciation rates across vintages in the case of the benchmark model is displayed in Figure 1 . In contrast to the models without maintenance, the depreciation rate is not longer constant across vintages: it is definitely lower for the new vintages (32% for the first vintage against 46% for the sixth), which features a kind of optimal long run distribution of depreciation across vintages reflecting the productivity differentials. Such a control does not exist in the alternative models which bear flat depreciation profiles, though the average depreciation in the Case 2 model is rigorously equal to the one of the benchmark model with endogenous depreciation. As we will see later, even for the same average level of depreciation, the vintage-specific depreciation makes a big difference in the response of the model to technological shocks. Comparing the three models on other grounds, the trade-off involved by maintenance activities is clear: maintenance activities increase the capital stock of the economy, and hence consumption and output, although the technological gap increases. A similar point is made by in a different technological set-up. Since the economy devotes resources to capital maintenance, and labour resources are constant, less resources will be devoted to adoption. Figures 2 to 4 give the invariant distribution of maintenance labor across vintages and production labor across vintages (compared with the maintenance model). Consistently with the empirical literature of the field (see again, Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh, 1996) , production labor is not uniformly distributed across vintages: For the maintenance model, the newest vintage retains about 40% of total production labor and the next vintage uses around 25%. More than two-thirds of production labor resources go to the first two vintages. The inequality is even bigger for maintenance labor: About 70% of total maintenance labor is devoted to the first two vintages. Figures 3 and 4 compare the invariant distributions of production labor across vintage for the reference case and when there is not maintenance activities.
In Case 1 (Figure 2 ), the newest vintage retains about 76% (40%) in Case 2, see Figure 3 ) of total production labor and the next vintage uses around 18% (24% in Case 2). Of course the productivity differentials between successive capital goods explain partly these unequal distributions. On the other side, the level of depreciation is also a preeminent determinant of labor allocation to production: In Case 1, depreciation is very high (around 75%), and this induces a huge discrepancy of production labor allocation across vintages. In contrast, the distributions in Case 2 and the reference model, which share the same average depreciation, are much flatter (and close to each other). Therefore, as long as long run labor allocation to productive vintages is concerned, the average depreciation rate value seems to be the main explanatory variable.
One would think that the latter properties are excessively sensitive to the value of T , the economic lifetime of machines. Figures 5 to 9 provide an exhaustive picture on how the main steady state variables and indicators evolve when T goes from 5 to 15, with a comparison of the reference case to the two cases without maintenance. At first glance, note that the obtained paths are "moving" very slowly after T = 10, and even before for certain variables (like production labor), most of the action takes place before T = 8. Notice also that there is not significant qualitative difference between the three models. A first lesson from this exercise is that an increase in the maximal age of machines rises total maintenance and production labor but brings down adoption. This is a good property if one has in mind how adoption process should interact with the scrapping process. Especially when technological progress is embodied in capital goods, a rise in the adoption effort implies a bigger productivity differential between the successive vintage capital, inducing a faster obsolescence and a shorter scrapping time. Hence if scrapping were endogenous, adoption effort and scrapping would move in opposite directions. In our model, scrapping is exogenous but the same negative correlation holds. In contrast, as the scrapping time rises, more labor is devoted to maintenance and production. Note that all variables "converge" quickly to limit values as T increases, which correspond probably to the true mathematical limits of these variables when T goes to infinity. Second, the inequality of production and maintenance labor distributions across vintages decreases (rather slightly) as T goes up. Inequality is measured in Figures 7 and 8 by the labor share of the newest vintage.
The extra maintenance and/or production labor induced by an increase in the economic life of machines goes mostly to the oldest machines to be operated, which reduces the labor share of the newest vintage. Therefore, the aging of the capital goods seem to divert resources from the most efficient capital goods to the least efficient. If scrapping were endogenous, this cost would be taken into account by the optimizing planner or firm and would tend to fasten scrapping. Again no significant difference between the three models can be mentioned at this stage. Things will change once we move from long run analysis to the inspection of the short term dynamics, which we start to do in the next section.
Short term dynamics
We now study the short run dynamics of the model using numerical simulation. 6 We consider unanticipated positive transitory or permanent shocks, due to unexpected technological accelerations via γand A. The magnitude of the shocks is 1%. Figures 10 to 20 compare the solutions paths obtained under a transitory shock on A occurring at period t = 1 for the three models. Figures 21 to 29 display the solutions paths obtained under a permanent unanticipated shock on the rate of embodied technical change in the case of the reference model. Figures 30 and 31 illustrate some robustness studies performed, which we explain later in the text. For each variable x(t), the figures report the "multiplier" value,
. 100, where x * is the corresponding initial steady steady state value. As announced in the introduction section, we tackle two separate questions. We shall first conduct an impulse-response analysis. 
The amplification effect of maintenance disentangled
As in the traditional real business cycles analysis, we shall start with oneperiod shocks (at t = 1) on total factor productivity of the final good sector, that is variable A. A striking feature of Figures 10 to 17 is the often huge difference in the magnitude of the response of the three models to this technological acceleration. This is in particular clear when focusing on the magnitude of the first peaks (or troughs) induced by the shock. In contrast to the long-run equilibrium properties investigated above, here the average value of the depreciation rate is not key to understand the discrepancies between the models. At least the latter figure is not key to capture the differences between the reference model with maintenance and Case 2. Here the endogenous nature of depreciation and its subsequent vintage specificity are of first importance. Let us first figure out how the models' responses are different.
1. The difference is clear in labor allocation across activities. As to production labor, the multiplier at the first peak is around 0.9 in the reference model against 0.48 in Case 2 and around 0.2 in Case 1 (see Figure  11) . Hence, the early response of the reference model is almost the double of Case 2 response and four times the one of Case 1. The same thing could be claimed for adoption labor in Figure 10 : the magnitude of the early trough is much larger in the case of the reference model. Notice that in both figures this ranking is not inverted in the following trough ( Figure 11 ) or peak ( Figure 10 ). That it is the response of the reference vintage capital model with endogenous depreciation is definitely much sharper.
2. The same thing can be said about labor allocation across vintages (Figures 12 and 13 ): The magnitudes of the peaks and troughs following the shocks are twice larger in the reference model.
3. Finally, the latter observation quite naturally translates into output (Figure 14) , consumption (Figure 16 ), investment (Figure 17 ) or the technological gap (Figure 15 ). Notice also that the relative variations registered sound as highly compatible with the typical real business cycle volatility rankings: when focussing on the first peak or trough, investment is much more responsive than output, and consumption is the smoothest. Even better, when computing the ratio "magnitude of the peak of investment" over "magnitude of the peak of output", we get a ratio of about 3 in the reference model against 2.1 in Case 2 (and slightly more than 1 in Case 1). So not only endogenous depreciation across vintages increases markedly the responsiveness of all variables, it also allows to improve the performances in terms of relative "volatility" as compared to real data.
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These results tend to confirm that endogenous depreciation is a powerful amplification and propagation mechanism. As explained in the introduction, Greenwood, Hercowitz and Huffman (1988) incorporated depreciation in use, namely depreciation as a function of an endogenous capacity utilization, to endogenize depreciation, which allowed them to improve clearly and in many respects the performances of the canonical real business cycle model (in terms of goodness of fit of the data). In this paper we use maintenance in a onehoss shay model with a subsequent endogenous depreciation per vintage. By exploiting these additional control variables, the economy could much better respond to TFP accelerations, and the resulting optimal maintenance labor and production labor across vintages sharply increase the responsiveness of the model to technological accelerations. In addition, and thanks to the onehoss shay structure, the induced dynamics are oscillatory, which would result in more persistent fluctuations. Such a property is likely to arise with either exogenous or endogenous scrapping (see Boucekkine et al., 2005 and 1997) , and is one of the nicest properties of the most elementary vintage capital model (like the one-hoss shay class explored in this paper).
Last but not least, it is worthwhile to point out here that in contrast to long-run equilibrium (see Proposition 4 in Section 3), shocks on A are not neutral in the short run: they typically induce a massive increase in production labor and maintenance labor (see Figure 18 ) at the expense of adoption labor. These early sharp movements are later partially "corrected" by opposite moves due to the underlying one-hoss shay vintage structure. But averaging on the first say 10 periods, adoption labor drops and production and maintenance labor go up. These are the expected responses: since the shock is transitory and only affects the final good sector, the optimal policy to allocate more (labor) resources to the final good sector either directly by increasing the labor assignment to production or indirectly by increasing the stock of capital through an increment in maintenance labor. Because total labor resources are limited, adoption labor drops. Again maintenance and adoption respond in opposite directions to the transitory shock. This is at least true for neutral technological progress. We shall now consider a permanent acceleration in embodied technical progress, a very "popular" shock in the recent new economy related macroeconomic literature (see for example the survey of Greenwood and Jovanovic, 2003) . By considering such a shock, we will be able to address the issue of optimal adoption versus maintenance efforts in a context of fundamental (embodied) technical changes.
Maintenance versus adoption under embodied technological changes
We first present the numerical findings of a reference simulation (Figures 21  to 29) , and the main lessons to be drawn from. A last section is devoted to some robustness studies.
The reference simulation
As one can see, a permanent acceleration in the rate of embodied technical progress, γ, has long run effects on all variables in contrast to shocks on A which only induce short term movements (see Proposition 4 again).
In the long run, adoption labor increases ( Figure 23 ) while both maintenance and production labor drop (Figures 21 and 22) . Also the vintage effect is effective in the long run: the acceleration in γraises the relative labor allocation to new vintages both for production and maintenance (see Figures 25 to 28 ). These long-run properties result in a drop of (detrended) output (Figure 28 ), which is a common property in exogenous growth models, and a rise in the technological gap in the steady state (Figure 29) . The latter property indicates that though the economy responds by increasing adoption labor at the expense of production and maintenance labor in the long run, it does not increase it enough to lower the technological gap, which would be too harmful for production and thus consumption. However, the obtained long-run optimal allocations across activities need not be the optimal short term response for two main reasons. First, since the planner knows that the shock is permanent, and since he has to care about consumption over time, he might decide to postpone the increase in the adoption effort to some periods later in order to allocate more labor to production in the very short run. Indeed, the gains in terms of knowledge accumulation around t = 0 are small and the planner might find it optimal to effectively delay adoption.
This point is mathematically trivial in a model like ours: If γincreases to γ , the shift in the technology frontier is e (γ −γ) t − 1, which tends to 0 when t tends to 0. On the other hand, by equation (3) giving the law of motion of investment-specific technological progress, the acceleration in γ enters in this law of motion with a delay set to one period. This delay may be interpreted as an transmission-implementation delay: The innovations are carried out abroad and the local adopters are not likely to have access to the new techniques immediately. We can make this delay as big as we wish, and this will delay the intensive adoption phase as well. Notice however, that we do not need a transmission-implementation exogenous delay, the adoption delay is endogenously generated in our model, as we have just argued in the beginning of this paragraph. Figures 21 to 23 illustrate the arguments mentioned just above. The adoption effort is below the initial steady state level during 8 periods, while both maintenance labor and especially production labor stay above their initial equilibrium value. Our main conclusion is that accelerations in embodied technical progress should not be followed by an immediate massive adoption effort; such an adoption effort should be gradual, and capital maintenance should be the preferred instrument during this phase say of non-intensive adoption. This finding has been found to be very robust to a large variety of parameterizations.
Robustness
In order to study more deeply the latter characteristic of the model, we achieve two kinds of experiments. In the first one, we study the length of this non-intensive adoption phase for two different values of γ, then for two different values of A. The results are presented in Figures 30 and 31 .
In the first case, we assume a 1% non anticipated permanent shock in γ starting with γ= 4% versus γ= 5%. For both values of γ, a non-intensive adoption phase does arise: it is clearly shorter for γ= 5% but it is also apparent that the adoption trough is significantly lower in this parametric case (see Figure 30) .
It is not very difficult to understand such a configuration: as we have explained before, the gains in terms of knowledge accumulation around t = 0 are small and whatever the value of γand the magnitude of the technological acceleration, the planner might not find it optimal to start massive adoption from t = 0. Now, we also know that a higher γmeans a higher adoption labor in the long run. Putting the short and long run characteristics mentioned above together, we get the rational for a shorter but "lower" non-intensive phase when γ= 5%. A higher γvalue makes it more profitable to intensively adopt from a date t o closer to t = 0; and since higher γvalues also imply a higher adoption labor in the long run, at the expense of production and maintenance labor, the planner may choose to balance the latter property by a drastic cut in adoption labor along with a shorter initial phase, for sufficiently high γvalues. This is what happens in our experiment.
The same experiment is done for disembodied technical change. Again we assume a 1% non anticipated permanent shock in A starting with A = 1 versus A = 1.1. We still get an initial non-intensive adoption phase, as depicted in Figure 31 , but contrary to the embodied case, the transition to the steady state is exactly the same! The rational behind irs quite clear: the value of A has no impact on long run adoption labor, as we have repeatedly mentioned above. Thus, there is no short versus long run trade-off, contrarily to the previous experiment: whatever the value of A, adoption labor goes down in the short run by a mere reallocation effect of labor resources favorable to production and maintenance, and given our modelling of the technology sector, the value of A is irrelevant in the duration of the initial adoption phase. 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have shown how a simple vintage capital model with vintage-specific maintenance effort can improve markedly the propagation and persistence of technology shocks. We have been able to disentangle such a crucial effect of maintenance by conducting a comparison of the impulseresponse functions generated by our model and a counterpart model sharing the same average depreciation rate across vintages. The vintage specification is itself a powerful engine of propagation.
We have also characterized what should be an optimal adoption policy coupled with an optimal maintenance plan. Massive adoption efforts immediately following technological accelerations are clearly counter-indicated, and maintenance is shown to be a fine instrument instead in the short run.
Of course, our set-up and the results drawn have their own limitations. In particular, a more accurate argument on the enhancing role of maintenance in the propagation mechanisms of technological shocks is needed, using stochastic simulations as in the standard real business cycle analysis. We have used impulse-response functions, which is in our view largely enough to make the point, but not enough to quantify accurately the role of maintenance. Another potential improvement of our set-up is the introduction of specific and empirically relevant market failures for the analysis of a decentralized economy to be worthwhile in our set-up. We do believe however that our study of the optimal growth counterpart is a necessary and nontrivial task to accomplish.
Last but not least, a crucial drawback of the model is to assume that the countries are always below the technology frontiers and only "imitate". Allowing the economy to get beyond the frontier and to innovate at a certain point in time could change the short-term trade-off between adoption and maintenance. We are currently investigating this kind of issues.
It is the sum of surviving machines weighted by their respective productivity, (all machines older than T periods are driven out of the economy). Thanks to (7), we next express labor demand in terms of capital:
which implies the following expression for the aggregate production labor at t:
Since total output at time t is given by the sum of outputs produced with all active vintages at t :
taking into account (13), we obtain:
A t (q s−1 I s E s,t ) α t (q s−1 I s E s,t ) 1−α . Equation (14) is the equilibrium labor market condition, taking into account the optimality conditions with respect to labor devoted to maintenance and production. Equation (15) mainly comes from the optimal condition on technological progress in practice, and can be interpreted as an optimal resource allocation.
As
Remember from the previous proof that, In what follows, we conclude that in equation (14), (14) and (15) above, one can see directly that A does not affect labor allocation across activities and across vintages. As a consequence, the technological gap is also unaffected. However, the effect of a rise in A is strictly positive for detrended output, consumption investment and aggregate capital, as it transpires from the computation of the partial derivative below (where x stands for Y , C, I and K) while the investment rate is not altered:
which establishes Proposition 4.
